REPORT NUMBER: 17090901080 : DATE: 01/17/2012

Home Inspection & Energy Efficiency
FULL REPORT FOR: XXX

@ XXXXXXXXX, WASHINGTON

ON: 17th January 2012 - FEE $499.00
The scope of this report is written in accordance with:- The Washington State Legislature WAC 308408C Standards Of Practice.

A)

STRUCTURE/EXTERIOR

The home was built in the 1930’s using a concrete foundation, concrete block and timber framing/substructure. Additional extensions are present and seem to include the kitchen and living room. The siding
is a “Stucco” style render.
1) The exterior “Stucco” finish looks to have been repaired in recent times and seems in an
appropriate condition but during the forthcoming winter months inspections and any repairs
are recommended. Old cracking where movement in the house has occurred around
windows and the like have been sealed over and should be closely monitored. Shrubbery up
against the home needs to be trimmed back and any damage repaired.

2) The retaining walls around the garage have moved and cracked and some repairs may be
warranted.
3) The path ways have cracked and heaved and may want some repair.
4) The front yard stair has a wobbly/loose handrail and needs to be fixed more appropriately.
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5) The living room extension has a crawlspace under it, with out any access, though two air
vents are present and a photo was taken of the inside. Recommend breaking open one of
these vents and creating an access point for appropriate inspection/repairs etc. Debris was
noted on the crawlspace floor and heating vents are un-insulated.

6) The kitchen floor and sub structure has been replaced and full access under part of it is not
possible. No insulation is present either. This area will need to be monitored for rain water
entry in the wet winter months with any necessary remedies if appropriate.

7) The crawlspace under the bathroom area is also extremely tight and earth to wood contact
is present in a siding skirt and therefore hidden insect activity and or rot may be present.
These timbers seem to have been there from construction many years ago.

8) In the attic area over the third bedroom/kitchen, old fire damaged timbers are present.
Repairs have been carried out with a newer kitchen ceiling. Access into the area was
deemed unsafe. Some old structural timbers look still to be in need of repair/replacement.
No access into the main bedroom ceiling was found! Recommend further evaluation and
repair.

9) Some past water entry into the basement seems to have occurred around the south west end
as staining around cracks in the concrete and old plumbing protrusions are present.
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10) One or two beetle exit holes were noted in the basement timbers, which confirms high
moisture levels and therefore some hidden damage may be present.
11) The rear yard patio may well pool water which could seep down into the basement and its
slope may want to be altered especially if drainage is poor. The sloping bathroom roof here
is also an issue as no gutter is provided. A trellis structure is present and timbers are
attached to the wall and the propensity for rot and water entry behind the wall are great and
repairs are recommended. Hidden damage may be present.

B)

ROOF

The roofing material is a 30 year type plus some torch down material on the upper bedroom plateaux
and the rear bathroom slope section. Ventilation is minimal with barely any soffit vents. The material
would seem about 15 years old but may be older.
12) The roofing material is damaged in many places due to pressure washing and repairs are
necessary to ensure against leakage. Recommend that a professional roofer inspect/repair
issue a 5 year roof warranty or replace as necessary.

13) Moss is prevalent and will need to be attended to. Gutters also need cleaning/repairs in
places.
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14) As mentioned gutters are missing in places (rear bathroom sloping roof) and down spouts
are un-attached/fallen off and or have rusting holes all need to be attended to asap.

15) The chimneys have no rain caps or a cricket to fend of rain and therefore rain water entry
around and inside could occur. The upper section of the roof was not traversed only viewed
from the lower roof.

16) Metal flashing along one section has been replaced with some aluminium stick down
membrane. At least one plumbing boot has rotted out and needs replacement.

C) PLUMBING
The main sewer pipe is cast iron and descends through the basement floor and may be as old as the
house and therefore may be a cause for concern but certainly will be as time moves on. Its actual age
may be available from the city and assuming the original house had septic we may find it is post second
world war. The main water pipe could be seen to be plastic and we assume it feeds all the way from the
meter but could not be varified. The supply pipes are a mixture of plastic and galvanised with waste
pipes a mixture of plastic and cast iron. Vents are also mixed. The hot water system was noted to have a
TPR valve and the generally accepted safe water temperature for hot water is 120degrees.
17) Leakage was noted from the left hand kitchen sink waste pipe and also the bath tub drain
seal which require repair.
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18) The toilet flush handle and flapper were noted to stick and require some attention. The
toilet anchors are a loose and some exposed sub floor is present which require repair.
19) Recommend checking and testing the floor drains as appropriate. Including the one around
the basement back door area.

20) Water flow was noted to be poor in places and the kitchen sink aerator had debris in it that
had to be cleaned out. Old galvanised pipes still in use probably want replacement!

21) The hot water heater is 10 years old and may require replacement at any time. The
electrical supply cable should be sheathed in a conduit.
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D) ELECTRICAL
The main electrical panel is mounted on the outside of the home at the rear where overhead cables drop
to it. Its age would seem to be from after 1980 as it has a main breaker installed. The service is a modern
two hundred amp 120 volt. The supply cables in the home are a mixture of old original “Knob & Tube”,
intermediate aged and more modern non metallic sheathed “Romex”. One grounding rod was noted in
use another at the rear not.
22) Some outlets are grounded three pin but some are not. The home also has two pin and
energised “Knob & Tube” wiring. Exposed splices of the former were noted. Recommend
that an electrician evaluate and repair/replace and certify safety of circuits as appropriate.

23) An electrical fault was found on the bathroom circuit where the GFCI and light tripped a 20
amp breaker. A loose neutral junction was noted in the basement. Recommend appropriate
evaluation and repair as necessary.

E) HEATING
An oil furnace provides the primary source of heat to the home with forced air distribution. The oil tank
is located under the front drive. Supply pipes come up in the basement and follow around the wall at low
level.
24) This system was not functional in the heating mode at the time of the inspection but the air
handling did operate. Recommend that the system be fully commissioned/serviced/repaired
as necessary.
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25) The kitchen is not provided with any source of heat though past ducts are near by and are
left open. Recommend installing vents as appropriate.

26) The fireplace should be inspected/cleaned/repaired and certified prior to any usage.

F) GENERAL
27) The dishwasher cover plates are still to be installed. The door mechanism is stiff and
requires repair. The microwave/exhaust is missing some covers/filters and its mounting
bolts are also deficient. The oven is used and is missing a racking shelf.
28) The tile work/grouting and caulking for the bath/shower surround needs some attention to
ensure against water penetration.
29) “Pop Corn” ceilings and Vermiculite insulation in the attic may contain asbestos.
30) The dryer cable is poorly installed and should be repaired appropriately. Some cover plates
are also required for outlets etc.
31) Exterior lights were not operable. The back door/framing has gaps around it. Some rain
water entry into the back door stoop is present.
32) The basement stair ledger connection is poor.
33) The garage overhang concrete has had rain water penetration. The guardrail balusters are
wider than 4 inches and may be a safety hazard.
It is recommended that any deficiencies and the components/systems related to these deficiencies noted
in this report be evaluated/inspected and repaired as needed by licensed contractors/professionals prior
to the close of escrow. Further evaluation prior to the close of escrow is recommended so properly
licensed professionals can evaluate our concerns further and inspect the remainder of the system or
component for additional concerns that may be outside our area of expertise or the scope of our
inspection.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY SUMMARY





Control and lower heating temperatures.
Seal air gaps around home and heating ducts.
Insulate as far and as much as possible.
Upgrade large/small appliances and lighting to energy efficient products.

As noted in the home inspection report insulation in the attic is minimal, none is
installed under the floors and heating ducts are bare metal.
Currently R38 (or greater) is recommended for attic spaces or around 13inches,
currently 3-4 inches is provided. The under floor areas in the crawlspace are
recommended to be R30 and something close to this may be achievable. Heating ducts
should be R6 or better.
All these areas are fairly accessible and therefore could easily be attended to after air
sealing has been completed and are therefore recommended.
Other upgrades or modifications could be quite costly and or require major
modifications and would be best attended to as part of replacement or remodelling
projects.
Gary Fetterplace ACIOB WSDOL #456
www.SureLook–Homes.com 360-340-4555
PO Box 462, Port Orchard, Wa, 98366

